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FINSLER DIFFERENTIAL SPACE
In this paper we «uggest a study of the theory of Finslers spaces on the differential finite dimensional spaces. We define a function Pi Tp(M,C) -R fulfiling the. conditions (1) and (2). Further we define functions flF, Fe and on the R m and functions F, F and F on the T°(M,C) » T p (M,C)-{o} (definitions (3), (20), (22), (7), (11) and (29) respectively). The function F additionaly satisfies condition (33). The generalization of the Finslers space is defined by this function as the pair ((M,C),F). Further we define the generalized notion of indioatrix and the notion of metrio. Let (M,C) be a Hausdorff differential spaoe of finite dimension. (The general theory of differential spaces can be found in [6] ). We consider the tangent bundle to (M,C) (C31): T(M,C) » U (T(M,C),C'), where C' is of small differential P eM r 1 ( -i structure on T(1I,C) containing set C0 =|c< o tt ;cxe cl^ja^jaiecj-* 3r(v) « p for v e Tp(MfC), oc^(v) = via). We consider a different basis e' = (e*,,...,e_,) of T n (M,C) 4 Imp such that e^, = e^. Then from (4) it follows that
Hence it follows Hence it follows (8) F(av) = F(v) for a>0, veT°(M t C).
A
Now it is evident that the function F is positively homogeneous of degree 0. We oan easily verify the
From (4) it follows that
We note that in view of (5) From (7) and (15) it follows that
When we differentiate (4) 
We may also deduoe the following equalities The mapping P is well defined. Prom (24) and (26) it follows that (27) P(v)(v,v) = P 2 (v) for veT°(M,C).
Now we shall quote a few properties of the functions F, F and P. Prom (23) and (22) we have
where veT°(afC), w,zeTp(M,C). Prom (22), (7), (11) and (26) we deduce that (29) F(v)(w,z) = P(v)(z).F(v)(w)+f(v)(w,z)»F(v).
As a corollary from the definition F we obtain the identities Thus (32) is true. Two basic assumptions (1) atnd (2), which are analogous to the known assumptions in Finsler spaces (L~5]), have been used in the former considerations. Following the theories of these spaces a condition corresponding to the assumption of positiveness of a quadratic form is formulated.
Because of this we now additionally suppose that 
